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1. Education
10TV NEWS HD: “H1N1 and Schools.” Columbus health Director Dr. Teresa Long is worried that the
coming flu season will turn deadly with the H1N1 flu virus. She urges parents to plan for ways to take
care of the kids, if the kids get sick and must stay home from school. Tracy Townsend reports. (L/N)
7/2/09, 5:30pm, TRT: 1:15.
10TV NEWS HD: “Healthy School Food.” This year, Columbus City Schools will partner with a new
vendor to provide more fruits and vegetables for the school lunches. Kids at Woodcrest Elementary, a
year-around school, were the first to test the new menu, and liked it. Karina Nova reports. (L/N) 7/28/09,
5:30pm, TRT: 1:30.
10TV NEWS HD: “Pediatric HealthSource:Gym Class Injures.” A national study shows a soaring
increase in the number of school kids getting hurt in gym class. We show you which kids are getting hurt
in class and why. Tracy Townsend reports. (L/N) 7/31/09, 5:30 pm, TRT: 1:20.
10TV NEWS HD: “H1N1 and School Nurses.” Ohio has a shortage of school nurses. While the School
Nurse’s Association recommends one nurse for every 225 students, Ohio has one for every 2377 students.
So the Columbus health department will partner with Columbus City Schools to provide extra nurses as
the flu season heats up. Tracy Townsend reports. (L/N) 8/13/09, 6 pm, TRT: 0:45.
10TV News HD: “Back to School Week.” In August, 10TV was your “Back to School” headquarters.
We featured back to school stories from Monday, August 17th-Friday, August 21st. 10TV ran stories in the
morning and 5-6:30pm newscasts. 10TV provided all of the essential information kids and parents
needed to get ready to go back to school. The Ohio Education Association sponsored both the Back to
School Special which aired on Wednesday, August 19th at 8pm and the Back to School segments in the
5am and 6pm newscasts. The special included information for parents and kids… from ways to get
organized, to what to expect with the recent budget announcements and levy failures, to how schools are
dealing with H1N1. The special was hosted by Andrea Cambern and Jerry Revish. Other highlights from
Back to School Week included a web chat with Dr. Gene Harris, Superintendent of Columbus City
Schools on Monday, August 17th from 5:30pm-6:30pm. This was our most successful chats! Dozens of
area viewers logged onto 10tv.com to participate and ask questions about the upcoming school year.
10TV.com also featured video and back to school information such as links to the districts, calendars and
opportunities to send in photos. Throughout the month, we promoted "School Spirit" in our newscasts asking people to log onto 10tv.com and tell us why we should come to your school for the first day of
classes. 10TV also created the 10TV Back to School Checklist which can be downloaded and printed
from our web site. The checklist as well as several stories were printed in The Columbus Dispatch
throughout Back to School Week. (L/N) 8/17/09-8/21/09.
10TV NEWS HD: “Nurse Teacher Shortage.” Part of the reason for a shortage of nurses is the shortage
of faculty to teach them. So the federal government is releasing more than 13 million dollars to help train
nursing school faculty members. The head of Mt. Carmel College of Nursing says the money will help.
Tanisha Mallett reports. (L/N) 9/15/09, 6 pm, TRT: 1:56.
DR. PHIL SHOW: “School Discipline: Out of Control?” When you send your children to school, you
expect them to be taught in a nurturing environment. But what should you do if you learn your child has
experienced extreme discipline by those entrusted to teach him? Eva and Doug's autistic daughter, Isabel,
was 8 years old when her teachers claimed her behavior became too difficult to handle, so they sent her to
the Time-Out room. Cameras captured Isabel's time spent in isolation, which her parents say lasted for
over three hours. Her parents say they had worked with the teachers regarding disciplining Isabel and
were panicked and horrified when they saw the footage. Next, Martha says her 12-year-old daughter was
in a classroom when $42 went missing. In an effort to find the money, a group of girls was strip-searched.

Martha says her daughter is devastated and will never be the same. Then, when 5-year-old Gabriel
constantly complained that his teacher was mean and yelled at him, his mom, Tabitha, sent him to school
with a tape recorder in his pocket. Hear the audio recordings and find out the disturbing information
Tabitha discovered. Psychologist Ken Merrell, special education teacher Kathy Riley and civil litigation
attorney Areva Martin weigh in on these cases. (OAD: 12/5/08) (S/PA) 7/3/09.

2. Youth
10TV NEWS HD: “Pediatric HealthSource: TV & Blood Pressure.” A new study links your children’s
activities – specifically television viewing, playing video games or surfing the web – with blood pressure.
Tracy Townsend reports. (L/N) 8/4/09, 5:30 pm, TRT: 1:29.
OPRAH WINFREY SHOW: “14 Years Old: They Say They’re Ready To Have Sex.” Today, sex
therapist Dr. Laura Berman returns to the show for Part Two of our discussion on how to talk to your kids
about sex. We’ll meet two 14-year-olds who say they’re in love and ready to have sex. Find out what
happens when these teens and their moms get Dr. Berman's expert guidance on what questions to ask and
how best to handle the situation. Will these teens decide to go through with it, or will they change their
minds? And what should you do if you suspect your teen is having sex and refuses to talk to you about it?
(OAD: 4/16/09) (S/PA) 8/7/09.
OPRAH WINFREY SHOW: “Dr. Oz Reports: Why America’s Kids Are Fat.” On today’s show, Dr.
Oz reports on the reasons why America’s kids are fat. We'll take you inside a school cafeteria to see what
kids really eat. And, we'll show you how to pack a low calorie lunch your kids will like! Find out what
you can do right now to get your kids to eat healthier. Also, author David Zinczenko reveals the hidden
truth behind some of America’s favorite fast foods. (OAD: 1/27/09) (S/PA) 8/18/09.
DR. PHIL SHOW: “A Teen’s Pregnancy.” Imagine your 15-year-old daughter announces that she's
pregnant. As a parent, you would have to make tough decisions. This is the reality for Dale and Kelly.
Dale says they had the all-American family until their teenaged daughter, Brittney, revealed she was
pregnant. How did this honor roll student and star soccer player end up in this predicament? Dr. Phil sits
down with the teen and asks her some hard questions. Is she confronting reality or living in her own
world? Brittney has not decided if her future involves her being a parent. (S/PA) 7/6/09.
DR. PHIL SHOW: “Dr. Phil’s Can’t-Miss Parenting Techniques.” Since the dawn of time, since the
first man and woman gave birth to the first bouncing bundle of joy, parents everywhere have asked the
same question throughout the ages, “How do I get my child to do what I need them to do?” From potty
training to picking up their rooms to not picking on their siblings, parents have a million questions and
Dr. Phil is ready to answer them! Tune in and learn the secrets to child rearing that will improve your life
and your children’s behavior forever. (OAD: 11/8/02) (S/PA) 7/14/09.
DR. PHIL SHOW: “One Mistake Away from Jail.” Truancy, vandalism and drinking alcohol may
seem exciting to some kids, but these actions can have severe consequences. Warren Messner found out
the hard way, and his shocking story made headlines. In 2005, 15-year-old Warren and his friends were
smoking marijuana and drinking in the woods when they happened upon an unsuspecting homeless man.
What happened next was unthinkable and landed the teen in jail for 22 years. Dr. Phil cameras go inside a
maximum security prison for the first televised sit-down interview with Warren, now 18. Learn what he
says motivated him to commit a heinous crime. Then, his mom, Lori, joins Dr. Phil to talk about the
warning signs she missed. What does she say she regrets the most? Next, 16-year-old Chris felt high
school was a waste of his time, so he dropped out. His mother, Kerry, and stepmother, Lisa, say they're at
their wits' end trying to cope with his aggressive ways. They say he assaulted them and stole their money,
and they just discovered that he smokes marijuana. Is it too late for the teen to change? And, Janene says
her 19-year-old son, Brett, has a bright future, but she fears that his drinking and driving could ruin his

life -- or someone else’s. Brett already has two DUIs and crashed three cars but says he’s just being a
normal teen. Dr. Phil urges these two young men to spend a day at San Quentin, one of the country’s
oldest and most notorious prisons, as part of a program to deter them from a life of crime. (OAD: 3/5/09)
(S/PA) 7/24/09.
DR. PHIL SHOW: “Teen Love Trauma.” Teen dating can be fun, romantic and totally cool. But what
happens when those euphoric feelings turn into an obsession? Giesel and Steve say their 18-year-old
daughter, Devynn, has an unhealthy relationship with her boyfriend, and their tumultuous union has
caused a rift in their family. They say Devynn’s beau calls her names, makes her disobey them and is
destroying their daughter’s once promising future. The teen admits that she and her boyfriend argue a lot,
and she recently dropped a bombshell on her parents: she's pregnant and wants to keep the baby. Find out
the devastating news that Devynn learned just days ago. What does the future hold for this teen if she
follows through with her desire to marry the man of her dreams against her folks' wishes? Will Giesel and
Steve be able to broker a peace with their child, or will this family drama continue to spiral out of control?
(OAD: 2/23/09) (S/PA) 8/10/09.

3. Political Issues
10TV NEWS HD: “Obama Town Hall.” Andrea Cambern and Andy Hirsch report live from Cleveland,
where President Barak Obama is holding a town hall meeting about health care. She sets the stage, and
Andy hears from workers who are eager to hear the President.
Andrea Cambern and Andy Hirsch
report. (L/N) 7/23/09, 5 pm, TRT: 0:55.
10TV NEWS HD: “Brown Health Care Forum.” Senator Sherrod Brown came to Columbus to hold a
health care forum and hear what local citizens think of the President’s plans to reform health care. He
was met by a passionate and highly divided crowd. Andy Hirsch reports. (L/N) 8/12/09, 6 pm, TRT:
1:29.
10TV News HD: “Special Election Night.” Although the August Special Election is usually small, this
year, central Ohio voters went to the polls to vote on two big issues – the City of Columbus Tax (Issue 1)
and the South-Western City Schools levy. 10TV extensively covered these issues leading up to the
election on August 4th. On Election Day, 10TV ran a crawl with results beginning at 7:30pm when the
polls closed. 10TV News was the first station on the air with absentee results, the first to crawl SouthWestern’s defeat and the first on air with unofficial final results. Tanisha Mallett then covered the school
issue and Andy Hirsch covered Issue 1 for 11pm newscast. (L/N) 5/4/09, 7:30pm-11:30pm.
10TV NEWS HD: “Faith and Healthcare.” Religious leaders from all over Columbus are calling for
healing over the heated and controversial federal plans to change healthcare. Proponents of the insurance
industry and an advocate for the poor also weigh in. John Fortney reports. (L/N) 8/18/09, 5 pm, TRT:
1:19.
FACE THE NATION: Topics include: last week’s health care bill put out by the Senate Health and Labor
Committee / opinions regarding the public option and employer mandate provisions contained in the bill /
option of patient-owned cooperative health insurance/ feasibility of making the August deadline as set
forth by President Barack Obama; Senator Grassley’s reaction to Alaskan Governor Sarah Palin’s decision
to resign. Guests: Senator Charles Grassley (R-IA); Senator Charles Schumer (D-NY). Guest Moderator:
John Dickerson, CBS News Political Consultant. (N/PA) 7/5/09.
FACE THE NATION: Topics include: reaction to criticism leveled against the various health plans from
the head of the Congressional Budget Office / importance of having national health insurance / possibility
of raising taxes on individuals and small businesses in order to reach the cost of the bill / feasibility of
making the August deadline as set forth by President Barack Obama / taking Medicare spending away

from Congress to form a separate agency and cut costs / claim that the Republicans have not been invited
to participate in either the House of Representatives or the Senate debate on health care / possibility of
taxing the cost of healthcare benefits above a certain level in order to draw down costs / commitment to
solving the health care problem. Guests: Representative Charles B. Rangel (D-NY), Chairman, Ways and
Means Committee; Senator Orrin G. Hatch (R-UT), Member, Senate Committee on Finance. Guest
Moderator: Harry Smith, Anchor, The Early Show. (N/PA) 7/19/09.
FACE THE NATION: Topics include: belief that health care reform is still in its earliest stages, but that a
bill will pass this year / two approaches to health care reform -- amend the current legislation in Congress
or consider alternative approaches that have received high scores from the Congressional Budget Office /
reaction to the rumor that the Obama Administration is considering taxing the more expensive health
insurance programs, also known as the “Cadillac Plans”, due to the complex tax system which subsidizes
the health care policies for America’s highest income earners / need to slow the rate of growth of health
care spending to just an inflationary adjustment. Guests: Representative Jim Cooper (D-TN). (N/PA)
7/26/09.
FACE THE NATION: Topics include: current state of the economy with regards to recovery -- is the
recession over? / need to get the federal deficit under control by implementing a substantial reform of the
health care system / President Obama’s commitment to not increasing taxes for middle-income Americans
/ pledge to work with Congress to make sure that unemployment insurance benefits are extended if
necessary / support for the stimulus package as a positive and significant impact on the economy. Guest:
Lawrence Summers, Director of the National Economic Council. (N/PA) 8/2/09.
FACE THE NATION: Topics include: promise that conditions for those who have health insurance will
improve under proposed health care reform / health care exchange program which will allow the
uninsured to find the best possible policy / President Obama’s support for the public option -- allowing for
choice and competition, in order to drive down costs and improve quality / risks involved should nothing
be done to reform health care / anger directed at elected officials at the health care forums around the
country / atmosphere of President Obama’s recent health care forums / belief that the rancor displayed at
some of the forums is garnering too much attention; President Obama’s commitment to improving the
American economy. Guest: Robert Gibbs, White House Press Secretary. Guest Moderator: Harry Smith,
Anchor, The Early Show. (N/PA) 8/16/09.

4. Health
10TV NEWS HD: “Obesity Rates in Ohio.” A new national report finds that Ohio is the tenth fattest
state in the nation, with 28% of the population overweight. We talk to a man who is working to shed
extra pounds, and Shirley Kindrick of the OSU Weight Management Program, who says that those extra
pounds can lead to serious health problems later in life. Columbus health Director Teresa Long also
comments. Andrea Cambern reports. (L/N) 7/1/09, 5 pm; TRT: 1:50.
10TV NEWS HD: “Butler County H1N1 Death.” A man in Butler County became the first Ohioan to
die of the H1N1 influenza. Andrea Cambern reports. (L/N) 7/2/09, 5pm, TRT: 0:25.
10TV NEWS HD: “Flu Shot Supply.” The Ohio Department of Health is buying 70,000 fewer doses of
seasonal flu vaccine than it did last year. The problem is not enough money. State officials say that local
health departments should be able to pick up the slack…but local departments have money woes of their
own. Tanisha Mallett reports. (L/N) 8/11/09, 6pm, TRT: 1:29.
10TV NEWS HD: “Swine Flu Shot Shortage.” The Columbus Health Director says that flu shot
manufacturers are having trouble brewing enough H1N1 flu vaccine, so there may be a shortage, though

officials are still unsure when the vaccine will be available. Tracy Townsend reports. (L/N) 8/18/09, 5pm,
TRT: 1:23.
10TV NEWS HD: “Pregnant Woman Dies from H1N1.” The first death in Columbus from the H1N1
influenza is a 20-year-old pregnant woman. Doctors took the baby early to save the baby and to try and
save the mother’s life. We profile who she was. Maureen Kocot reports. (L/N) 9/3/09, 6 pm, TRT: 1:00.
10TV NEWS HD: “H1N1 Phone Bank and Live Interview.” Local doctors and nurses answer viewers’
questions about H1N1 influenza by phone during the newscast, from 5pm through 6:30. A doctor does a
live web chat at 5:30. Dr. Teresa Long, the Columbus Health Director is interviewed live on the set.
Andrea Cambern conducts interview. (L/N) 9/3/09, 5 pm, TRT: 2:45.
10TV NEWS HD: “H1N1 Clinical Trials.” Children’s Hospital in Cincinnati is the closest hospital to be
part of the national swine flu vaccine test. We talk to parents of triplets as to why they are having their
children participate, what the doctors are looking for, and show how the vaccine is handled. Chuck
Strickler reports. (L/N) 9/3/09, 6 pm, TRT: 2:36.
10TV NEWS HD: “H1N1 Vaccine Nose Spray.” The Federal government has surprised many people
with its announcement that the first vaccine out for the H1N1 flu will be a nasal spray. Lindsey Seavert
reports. (L/N) 9/18/09, 5:30 pm, TRT: 1:20.
OPRAH WINFREY SHOW: “Dr. Oz: After The Diagnosis With Montel Williams.” For the past ten
years, talk show host Montel Williams has been in the fight of his life. Diagnosed with multiple sclerosis,
a life-threatening neurological disease, Montel spiraled into a deep depression and came close to ending
his life. On today's show, he talks candidly about his daily struggles, triumphs and his new book, "Living
Well Emotionally.” Then, Dr. Oz gives a special report on how to cope after being diagnosed with a lifethreatening illness. Plus, basketball legend Magic Johnson, actress Fran Drescher and figure skater Scott
Hamilton share their stories of how their lives have changed since being diagnosed with critical illnesses.
(OAD: 3/17/09) (S/PA) 8/4/09.
OPRAH WINFREY SHOW: “Dr. Oz Investigates: Flesh-Eating Bacteria.” On today’s show, Dr. Oz
is here with medical headlines that will shock you! First, we'll show you what happened when a minor
cut on one woman's finger caused a rare, but potentially deadly bacteria to begin eating away at her flesh.
Don’t miss her amazing story of survival. Then, we'll tell you about a deadly infection that is rapidly
spreading throughout the country and how it ended the life of an 11-year-old girl in just 10 days. And,
NBA all-star Grant Hill talks about his encounter with the infection and how it almost ended his career.
Dr. Oz explains what you can do to prevent it from happening to you. (OAD: 4/28/09) (S/PA) 8/25/09.
OPRAH WINFREY SHOW: “America’s First Face Transplant and the Only Living Mermaid Girl.”
Today, we’ll meet two ordinary people who have done extraordinary things with their lives. At first
glance, she may look like any other child, but she as born with one of the rarest conditions in the world,
Sirenomelia, or mermaid syndrome that involves having two legs that are stuck together to make one hole
leg. You’ll want to see this brave ten-year-old little dynamo who continues to baffle the medical world.
Then, she survived what doctors thought was impossible. With the blast of a shotgun, her nose, cheeks,
mouth and right eye were literally blown off and she was forced to live without a face for five years. Now,
Connie Culp is America’s first face transplant recipient. (S/PA) 9/22/09.
OPRAH WINFREY SHOW: “Dr. Oz Reports: Prescription Pill Intervention.” Are you or someone
you know addicted to prescription pills? Today, Dr. Oz is back with a special report on what he calls "the
most under appreciated problem in America." What started out as legitimate prescriptions for pills from
doctors now has 6 million Americans addicted. During the show, Oprah talks to mom who says she
swallows seven thousand pills a year and now shares with her son. Her daughter is here with a desperate
plea that she hopes will save her family. (S/PA) 9/29/09.

DR. PHIL SHOW: “OCD.” Imagine cleaning your house for hours on end, washing your hands up to 30
times a day -- sometimes until they bleed -- and having the urge to repeatedly check that doors are locked
and appliances are turned off. This may sound like extreme behavior, but 2.2 million American adults live
with a debilitating illness known as obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD). Learn the warning signs and
what you can do to overcome anxiety. (S/PA) 7/10/09.

5. Women’s Issues
10TV NEWS HD: “Postpartum Depression.” A new study finds that postpartum depression gets worse
when most sufferers can’t sleep. And almost half of the new moms don’t get the help they need. A mother
of four shares her story, and a local group, POEM, helps them find the care they need. Andrea Cambern
reports. (L/N) 7/8/09, 5 pm, TRT: 1:31.
10TV NEWS HD: “Menopause Survey.” Gynecologist Dr. David Portman took part in a national study
on the impact of menopause on women. It found that most women, like Susie Bazzoli, were surprised at
and unprepared for the severity of the symptoms. The doc says they were surprised by how much the
symptoms affected a woman’s relationships with family and friends. Andrea Cambern reports. (L/N)
8/10/09, 5:00 pm, TRT: 1:28.
10TV NEWS HD: “Delaying Motherhood.” New statistics from the federal government show that more
women than ever are putting off motherhood into their late twenties and thirties. A local obstetrician says
he believes that as more women pursue college degrees and advanced degrees, they are postponing
families. We talk to a teacher who is expecting her first child at age 32, who explains why she waited to
start her family. Tracy Townsend reports. (L/N) 9/18/09, 5:00 pm, TRT: 1:34.
OPRAH WINFREY SHOW: “Dr. Oz Reports: The Science Of Beauty.” On today's show, Dr. Oz
presents the latest science behind looking and feeling beautiful. First, we'll get a look at a state of the art
machine that can predict how our skin will age, and dermatologist Susan Evans shares her best advice on
what to do to prevent and treat wrinkles, age spots and acne. Then, did you know that your hair can
reveal potential health problems? Find out what ten-second hair test you can take at home to determine
how healthy you are. Plus, the ultimate beauty shopping guide from the woman who has tested thousands
of products so you don't have to! What really helps turn back the clock?
(OAD: 11/11/08) (S/PA)
7/21/09.
DR. PHIL SHOW: “Is Flirting Good, Clean Fun or Can There be Consequences?” You’ll meet two
flirtatious women who admit that they enjoy enticing men, and another woman who’ll give you the lowdown on her “Kissing Bandit Game,” in which she and her friends score points based on how many and
what types of men they kiss during a night out. Be there when Dr. Phil’s audience -- both wives and
girlfriends -- express their anger with flirts. (OAD: 11/25/02) (S/PA) 8/6/09.
DR. PHIL SHOW: “Domestic Violence: Why Some Women Return to Abusive Relationships.” Why
do some women return to violent relationships, and why can’t some men refrain from striking the woman
they say they love? Dr. Phil issues a strong warning to abusers: “If you're going to try to sell to me that it's
OK to hit a woman, you need to circle the wagons, because I’m coming!” Vicki and Ernie called their
marriage quits after he admitted to an emotional affair. Vicki says her ex-husband was loving and
charming when they first met, but he went from “Mr. Perfect to Mr. Psycho” and got physical with her
twice. Ernie went to jail for beating his wife, but he says he’s rehabilitated and wants a second chance.
Should Vicki take him back or kick him to the curb for good? Then, a high-profile celebrity couple made
headlines for alleged domestic violence. The bruised photos of pop diva Rihanna shocked and outraged
fans all over the world. Reportedly, she has taken back R&B singer Chris Brown, the man accused of
assaulting her. Is Chris Brown getting the celebrity treatment? Hear Dr. Phil's experience of the teen idol.

And, find out why a criminal defense lawyer says Brown should not do jail time. (OAD: 3/12/09) (S/PA)
8/28/09.
DR. PHIL SHOW: “When She’s the Breadwinner.” More than 80 percent of the jobs lost in this
recession belonged to men. As more and more women re-enter the workforce, marriages turn upside down
while the men become stay-at-home dads. Dr. Phil speaks with families struggling to deal with the role
reversal. Why does it oftentimes hurt a man’s pride to become a househusband? And, how do women feel
having to dust off their resumes and bring home the bacon? After 37 years in the workforce, Frank says
he’s become Mr. Mom, while his wife, Tammy, has become the primary breadwinner. Frank says being a
"housedad" is harder than the job he had before, and Tammy says he’s failing miserably at his domestic
duties. Can these two work through their rising resentments? And, Brad quit his job to partner with his
wife, Amy, in her business, but three years later, the partnership has soured. Amy says she’s so mad at her
husband she not only wants to fire him; she’s ready to file for a trial separation! (S/PA) 9/2/09.
DR. PHIL SHOW: “Conception Crazed.” What do you do when the desire to have a baby takes over
your whole life? Dr. Phil’s guests say they are tormented by their inability to get pregnant. Tonya is 39
and says she’s been trying to conceive for two years without success. She says she even purchased baby
items and set up a nursery in her home. She and her husband, Joe, don’t see eye to eye when it comes to
having children, and he says this impasse could lead to divorce. Then, Kelly has been trying to have
another child for two years, and she's considering in vitro fertilization. Her husband, Bret, says he wants
her to stop obsessing and fears that in vitro could put them in debt. Can these couples come to a
conception compromise? (S/PA) 9/9/09.

6. Crime
10TV News HD: “10 Investigates: The Offer You Should Refuse.” You've had them in your inbox. Emails promising millions of dollars to you…just "respond immediately." You know you shouldn't hit
reply… but we did. 10 Investigates finds out who is really behind those million dollar offers by going
inside the e-mail scam. Find out how they draw in their victims and what you can do to protect yourself.
Paul Aker reports. (L/N) 7/6/09, 6pm, TRT: 3:09.
10TV NEWS HD: “Unsolved Murder Organ Donation.” This Saturday is the annual Dash for
Donation to support Lifeline of Ohio’s work with organ transplants. The mother of Dustin Hart will be
there. Two years ago, when police were looking for a missing Alzheimer’s patient, they discovered
Dustin’s body. He had been shot and killed. His mother donated his organs, and eight people were given
the gift of life. Police are still hunting for his killer. Tanisha Mallett reports. (L/N) 8/13/09, 5:30 pm;
TRT: 1:30.
60 MINUTES: “Is It Murder?” A report on prosecutors who are pursuing harsher penalties, including
murder convictions and long prison terms, for drunk drivers whose actions result in fatalities. Discussed is
the case of seven-year old Katie Flynn, killed by drunk driver Martin Heidgen. Those interviewed are:
Kathleen Rice, district attorney of Nassau County, New York; Jennifer and Neil Flynn, Katie Flynn’s
parents; Chris and Denise Tangney, Katie Flynn’s grandparents; Steven Lamagna, Martin Heidgen’s
attorney. (C: Bob Simon - P: Catherine Olian) (OAD: 01/04/09) (N/PA) 8/2/09.
48 HOURS MYSTERY: “Stolen Dreams.” In November of 2003, Jeanne Callahan of Rockville Centre,
Long Island waited for her husband, Stephen Trantel, to return home from a day of fishing. Hours later,
she received a call telling her that Stephen was alive, but was under arrest -- police told Jeanne that
Stephen had committed ten bank robberies. To the people who knew Stephen, he was the least likely to
rob a bank - for one, he was the son of a New York City cop. And because he was a trader on Wall Street
in the big money world of commodities, he wouldn't have to steal anything. But those closest to him
didn't know was that he was living a secret life. Stephen had worked for a trading company, but had

become self-employed and was betting his own money on the future price of oil. He was doing well, but
he didn’t plan ahead. He purchased Jeanne her dream home and their mortgage tripled. As their other
expenses increased, Stephen struggled to keep up. He lost so much money that the commodities exchange
barred him from the floor. Afraid to tell his wife, Stephen decided that in order to hold on to the lifestyle
he and Jeanne had grown accustomed to, he was going to have to steal money to maintain it. After doing
research on the internet, Stephen robbed his first bank in July of 2003. By the time Stephen was caught
four months later, he had stolen more than $60,000. In exchange for information and an admission of
guilt, Stephen Trantel was sentenced to nine years in prison. (C: Richard Schlesinger - P: Patti Aronofsky)
(OAD: 03/15/08) (N/PA) 7/1/09.
OPRAH WINFREY SHOW: “Released From Prison After Killing Her Father.” On today's show,
we'll share the compelling stories of two women who admit to killing their loved ones. First, meet a wife
of 24 years who is just months away from facing a jury who will decide if she should spend the rest of her
life behind bars. She explains why she shot and killed her police officer husband in what she claims was
self defense. Then, Oprah talks to a woman who spent eighteen years in prison for killing her father.
Find out why a governor commuted her life sentence and how she's handling her newfound freedom.
(OAD: 5/14/09) (S/PA) 7/16/09.
OPRAH WINFREY SHOW: “My Father is A Serial Killer.” A young woman shares a bone-chilling,
exclusive story about hiding a dark family secret until she finally reached out for help. Her father, known
as the happy face killer, was sentenced to life in prison after he confessed to torturing and gruesomely
murdering eight women. (S/PA) 9/17/09.
DR. PHIL SHOW: “The Kidnapping of Jaycee.” The news of kidnap victim Jaycee Dugard found after
18 years, alive and living with her alleged captor, Phillip Garrido, has shocked the country. What are the
circumstances surrounding the lives of Jaycee, now 29, and her daughters, ages 15 and 11, who are
allegedly fathered by her alleged kidnapper? How could a convicted sex offender allegedly conceal three
women in his backyard and keep them a secret for 18 years? What did the neighbors see, and why didn’t
Jaycee attempt to escape? Plus, when anonymous 911 calls were made regarding this family, what kept
police from connecting the dots? Dr. Phil and his panel of experts discuss all angles of this chilling report
of life in captivity. (S/PA) 9/3/09.

7. War on Terrorism/National Security
60 MINUTES: “Kill Bin Laden.” An interview/profile of the officer in command of a team from the U.S.
Army’s secret Delta Force, sent to Tora Bora, Afghanistan by the Pentagon shortly after 9/11 to kill
Osama bin Laden. Calling himself Dalton Fury, he is the author of “Kill Bin Laden” and has only
recently decided to break his silence in order to correct the inaccuracies regarding his mission. (C: Scott
Pelley - P: Shawn Efran) (OAD: 10/05/08) (N/PA) 7/12/09.
60 MINUTES: “Screening The TSA.” A report on the safety measures passengers must endure at airport
security checkpoints since 9/11 and whether or not they are keeping travelers protected. The
Transportation Security Administration says they are, but with screeners enforcing rules viewed by most
travelers as annoying and arbitrary, the TSA has launched an image makeover. Includes comments from:
Bruce Schneier, a security expert who has advised the TSA and who likens the procedures to “security
theater”; and Kip Hawley, outgoing head of the TSA, who believes America is under attack from
terrorists. (C: Lesley Stahl - P: Karen M. Sughrue) (OAD: 12/21/08) (N/PA) 8/2/09.
FACE THE NATION: Topics include: the U.S. counterinsurgency strategy in Afghanistan and its impact
on the current situation in that country / reaction to a recent article in The Washington Post that
commanders are unable to request more troops / importance of economic progress in stabilizing
Afghanistan; removal of American troops from certain cities in Iraq / commitment to keeping troops

levels intact, in order to provide security for upcoming elections and then the eventual drawdown; North
Korea’s threat to shoot a mid-range missile towards Hawaii / yesterday’s firing of seven missiles -- a
violation of the United Nations Security Council resolution / need for the international community to
continue to bring pressure and unite against those actions / the Kang Nam’s -- the Korean ship containing
suspicious cargo -- decision to turn back towards North Korea; renewal of a military relationship with
Russia / Russia’s concern over the U.S. anti-ballistic missile system in Eastern Europe; reaction to Vice
President Joe Biden’s statement that the United States is powerless should Israel decide to launch a strike
to stop Iran’s nuclear capability / concern over Iran’s decision to continue to state sponsor terrorism and
develop nuclear weapons; positive progress made by the Pakistani government against the Taliban.
Guest: Admiral Mike Mullen, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Guest Moderator: John Dickerson,
CBS News Political Consultant. (N/PA) 7/5/09.
FACE THE NATION: 1) Topics include: President Obama’s new strategy (effective March 2009) in
Afghanistan -- increased security, economic development, and better governance from the local levels /
refutation of a report that American commanders were told by him that a discussion on increasing troop
levels was out of the question / importance of measuring the effectiveness of the new strategy before
making recommendations / criticism of prior approaches to dealing with the situation in Afghanistan /
praise for the current plan implemented by the Obama administration / promise to assess the possible need
for more troops / current situation in Afghanistan; former President Bill Clinton’s recent trip to North
Korea, where he secured the release of American journalists Euna Lee and Laura Ling, after being held
there under arrest for more than four months / North Korea’s perceptible desire to continue talks with the
United States / America’s commitment to dealing with North Korea within the context of the six party
talks -- bilaterally with other allies: China, Russia, South Korea, and Japan / fact that regardless as to how
North Korea may choose to interpret former President Clinton’s trip, it was done solely as a private
humanitarian mission; belief that Guantanamo Bay prison will be closed by the end of the year. 2) Topics
include: conjecture as to how Congress would react to a request for a troop increase in Afghanistan /
current political climate in Afghanistan and how it differs from Iraq / need for NATO allies to send more
troops / belief that mistakes were made in Iraq and the desire to not “Rumsfeld Afghanistan”, meaning
don’t resist the idea of a troop increase, as may be necessary / arguments for and against committing to a
troop increase at this time / need to transfer responsibility to the Afghan army; support for the closure of
the prison at Guantanamo Bay / belief that fear should not keep us from housing terrorists in maximum
security prisons in the United States Guests: Retired General James Jones, National Security Adviser (1);
Senator Carl Levin (D-MI), Chairman, Armed Services Committee (2); Senator Lindsey Graham (R-SC),
Member, Armed Services Committee (2). (N/PA) 7/19/09.

8. Minority Issues
10TV NEWS HD: “African Americans and Cancer.” A new study finds that genetics are the main
reason why more African Americans die of cancer than other groups. Andrea Cambern reports. (L/N)
7/10/09, 5 pm, TRT: 0:45.
10TV NEWS HD: “Senior Driving Service.” Yvette As people age, develop arthritis, illnesses, and their
reaction times slow down, they may no longer be safe on the road. So a Worthington woman has started a
driving service to help them maintain their independence and stay safe. We talk to her, and follow a
driver who is taking a woman to a hair appointment. Andrea Cambern reports. (L/N) 8/18/09, 5 pm,
TRT: 1:26.
OPRAH WINFREY SHOW: “Oprah Goes Inside The Yearning For Zion Polygamist Ranch.” On
today's show, Oprah goes inside the Yearning For Zion Ranch in Eldorado, Texas to talk with children,
teens and parents directly affected by last year’s infamous raid. During this special hour, viewers will get
an unprecedented look at what life is like behind the gates of the YFZ Ranch, including extraordinary
access to the inner workings of the ranch, which until now, has been completely off-limits to outsiders.

Members of the Yearning For Zion community share a homemade dinner with Oprah and speak openly
about their polygamist lifestyle and their imprisoned prophet Warren Jeffs. (OAD 3/30/09) (S/PA)
7/22/09.
OPRAH WINFREY SHOW: “Girl Talk About ‘Good’ Hair With Chris Rock.” What is “good” hair?
In an effort to understand women better and their obsession with their hair, five-time Emmy Awardwinning comedian Chris Rock talks to Oprah about his new documentary, “Good Hair.” (S/PA) 9/30/09.
DR. PHIL SHOW: “Silent Darkness.” Many parents find raising a child overwhelming enough, but
imagine if that child could neither see nor hear you. Liz is the mother of the only known deafblind triplets
in the world whose daughters are now 6 years old, Because one of the girls is able to communicate at a 2year-old level, and the other two at only 10-month-old levels, Liz's days are consumed by their 24-hour
care, plus the care of her ten year old daughter, who is oftentimes overlooked among the chaos of the
triplets. (OAD: 2/28/07) (S/PA) 7/2/09.
DR. PHIL SHOW: “Gender Confused Children.” Dr. Phil tackles the sensitive topic of children who
identify more with the opposite sex. What do you do if your son wants to wear dresses and play with dolls?
Or if your daughter tells you she wants to be a boy? Should parents chock it up as a phase their child will
grow out of, or should they intervene right away? Meet Melissa and Tim, whose 8-year-old son declared
himself to be a girl when he was just 3 years old. Now allowing their child to live as a girl, they wonder if
and when they should begin hormone therapy. Then, when Mary’s son was 8, he told her he felt like a
girl, and Mary allowed him to experiment with dressing as a female. Now a teenager, her son is more
comfortable living as a male – but Mary wonders if she caused his confusion. Joining the discussion are
experts with different points of view: Dr. Daniel Siegel, professor and clinical psychiatrist at UCLA
School of Medicine, and Glenn Stanton, author and research fellow with the organization Focus on the
Family. Is gender identity something we’re born with, or is it influenced by parents and environment?
(OAD: 10/29/08) (S/PA) 7/29/09.
DR. PHIL SHOW: “Family Cult.” Dr. Phil continues his look at extreme religious groups and how their
influence can shatter lives and rip families apart -– all in the name of God. Wayne Bent, leader of The
Lord Our Righteousness Church in New Mexico, was recently sentenced to 10 years in prison for sexual
misconduct with teenage followers. Lorraine and Bambi are former members of this group who left a
mother and two sisters behind. They say they were concerned to learn that their family members had been
fasting, which they considered a matter of life and death. Dr. Phil cameras follow the two women as they
travel to the compound in New Mexico in an attempt to rescue their relatives. Is their mission successful,
or will they have to accept that their loved ones may live in this religious environment forever? Then,
Taariq and Nichole are a brother and sister who were raised in a group called the United Nuwabian
Nation of Moors, on a 400-acre compound located outside of Atlanta. The siblings say they were forced to
drop out of school and were sexually molested by the group’s leader, Dwight York. Although York was
put in prison with the help of Nichole and Taariq’s testimony, they say they still struggle to move forward
with their lives. Can Taariq and Nichole adjust to the outside world? Don’t miss the warning signs your
loved one could be involved in an extreme religious group. (OAD: 1/14/09) (S/PA) 8/7/09.

9. Technology Issues
10TV News HD: “CrimeTracker 10: Beyond Fingerprints.” When it comes to fighting crime, there's
one place every fingerprint in America ends up ... The FBI. Now, CrimeTracker 10 goes inside the
location where more than 60 million sets of fingerprints are stored… and new high tech crimefighting
equipment is being developed. We have the exclusive, behind the scenes look at how the FBI works -- and
how the agency goes beyond fingerprints to solve crimes across the country and right here in central Ohio.
Angela An reports. (L/N) 7/13/09, 6pm, TRT: 3:16.

10TV News HD: “Smart Surveillance.” Security cameras are everywhere - in the store, the parking lot,
even on your college campus. Now, CrimeTracker 10 takes you inside the new high tech world of "smart
surveillance" and shows you how the largest university in the nation uses it to keep you safe. Anietra
Hamper reports (L/N) 7/17/09, 6pm, TRT: 2:08.
60 MINUTES: “Brain Power.” A report on brain-computer interface or BCI, a new technology that
connects the human brain to a computer, which allows people who are completely paralyzed due to illness
or trauma to operate computers, write e-mails, and drive wheelchairs. Scientists hope that in the future,
BCI may restore movement to paralyzed people and allow amputees to move bionic limbs. Includes
comments from neuroscientist Dr. Jonathan Wolpaw of New York State’s Wadsworth Center; Dr. Andy
Schwartz, a neuroscientist at the University of Pittsburgh; and Brown University neuroscientist Dr. John
Donoghue. (C: Scott Pelley - P: Denise Schrier Cetta) (OAD: 11/02/08) (N/PA) 8/9/09.
60 MINUTES: “The Wasteland.” A report on the black market dismantling of electronic waste, or “ewaste,” focusing on Hong Kong and the toxic dumps of Guiyu, China -- a city so polluted, it has the
highest levels of cancer-causing dioxins in the world. Though it is illegal to import toxic e-waste, it is a
lucrative business, where junked computers, televisions, and other old electronic products are mined for
valuable components, including gold. Includes comments from Allen Hershkowitz of the Natural
Resources Defense Council; and Jim Puckett, founder of the Basel Action Network. (C: Scott Pelley - P:
Solly Granatstein) (OAD: 11/09/08 - Includes an update). (N/PA) 8/30/09.
DR. PHIL SHOW: “Marriage in the Electronic Age.” Are you or your spouse a gadget junkie? One
woman says that her husband is having an affair with his cell phone and she is fed up! He spends hours a
day on personal calls, but fails to communicate with his family. Will Dr. Phil finally get him to hang up
his phone and talk to his wife? Another guest is so addicted to TV that it’s ruining his marriage. He has
seven televisions turned on at all times, and now his teenage kids are following his bad example. Can Dr.
Phil peel these couch potatoes away from the TV set for one day? (OAD: 11/3/03) (S/PA) 9/8/05.

10. Consumer Issues
10TV News HD: “Robo Calls.” They tell you that your car warranty is expiring. You could lower your
credit card interest rate. And now is your last chance to renew. Thousands of people get these calls on
their cell phones every day. Hear from one local man who escaped becoming a victim... And how you can
make the calls stop. Chuck Strickler reports. (L/N) 7/8/09, 6pm, TRT: 1:59.

10TV NEWS HD: “Uninsured and Battling Cancer.” Nearly 50 million Americans have no health
insurance. Chuck Strickler profiles one man, sick with cancer. Doctors removed his cancerous kidney in
January, but he has gotten no follow-up treatment, because he has no insurance, can’t pay for it A recent
study found that one in four cancer patients is delaying care because they’re facing the same problem.
Chuck Strickler reports. (L/N) 7/23/09, 5:30 pm, TRT: 2:00.
10TV NEWS HD: “Doctor Healthcare.” The Ohio Department of Insurance is shutting down the
Physicians Assurance Company very abruptly. It was a local insurance company started by area doctors
eighteen months ago. The company didn’t have enough money to pay its claims. Now eight thousand
customers are scrambling to find new health coverage. Andy Hirsch reports. (L/N) 8/19/09, 6 pm, TRT:
1:20.
OPRAH WINFREY SHOW: “Recession Rescue With Suze Orman.” With fifteen jobs are lost every
minute and 10,000 houses foreclosed every day, we are living in the worst economic crisis since the Great
Depression. On today’s show, we’ll show you how to survive and possibly thrive during this deepening
financial crisis. Money expert Suze Orman is here with five-steps that will help you develop your own

personal financial stimulus plan. Plus, Suze reveals all the latest government programs that could save
your family money and the huge financial mistake that most people don’t realize they’re making. (OAD:
4/2/09) (S/PA) 7/15/09.
OPRAH WINFREY SHOW: “Oprah’s ‘What Can You Live Without?’ Experiment.” Could you go a
whole week with no shopping, no spending and no wasting? In this troubling economy, more and more
people are asking themselves, “What can I honestly live without?” On today’s show, we challenge two
families with too much stuff to get back to the basics. Watch and see what happens when our cameras
follow them through this experiment. Plus, get step-by-step advice on how you can start simplifying your
life and start living with less. (OAD: 3/2/09) (S/PA) 7/23/09.
OPRAH WINFREY SHOW: “Suze Orman: Can You Afford College, A Wedding, A Divorce?” “Can
I afford this?” It’s the question that’s keeping some people awake at night! Can you afford the
tuition….can you manage to have the wedding that you want…should you make upgrades to your home?
On today’s show, financial expert Suze Orman lays it on the line. It’s one hour of financial power that
won’t cost a dime! Should you spend your money on a favorite hobby or put it somewhere else? Suze
helps you crunch the numbers. (OAD: 3/4/09) (S/PA) 8/21/09.
OPRAH WINFREY SHOW: “Nate’s ‘How To Save You Big Cash’ Makeovers.” He’s dazzled us for
years with fantasy bedrooms, top of the line kitchens and stunning dream homes. Today, find out what
happens when we change the rules and give designer Nate Berkus a mission to makeover rooms in four
families’ homes… with a budget of only $300! Watch as Nate mixes things up by organizing a
neighborhood swap meet. We'll show you how he pulled together 4 spectacular looks while spending next
to nothing! Then, clutter expert Peter Walsh reveals how your mess could earn you extra cash! (OAD:
4/27/09) (S/PA) 8/26/09.
DR. PHIL SHOW: “Living Beyond Your Means.” Dr. Phil is once again challenging people to “reengineer” their over-scheduled, over-expensed and over-stressed lives. By examining our everyday
routines, Dr. Phil shows us how our decisions lead us to live life frantically or happily ever after. Tune in
and discover the solutions to chronic “over-commitment” that will improve your life, and your bank
account to boot! (OAD: 11/12/02) (S/PA) 8/5/09.
DR. PHIL SHOW: “How to Talk to Your Kids about Money.” The current economic crisis has
everyone on edge. It’s more important than ever to talk to your kids about money, and today, Dr. Phil
gives you the tools you need to have that conversation. His first guests, Lora and Kris, say they want help
because their 15-year-old daughter, Katy, loves to shop –- with their money –- and she doesn’t take care of
the items she buys. She’s already on her second iPhone, second iPod and third laptop! Katy admits she’s a
little spoiled but says every teenager wants nice things. Lora and Kris admit they have a hard time telling
their daughter no. How will Katy do when asked to balance the family budget? Then, Dr. Phil leads a
roundtable discussion about money with a group of fourth and fifth graders. Find out their reactions when
they learn how many bags of groceries you could buy with the amount of money it costs for an iPod. Plus,
financial expert Susan Beacham shares the dos and don’ts for teaching kids about money. (OAD: 3/27/09)
(S/PA) 8/12/09.
DR. PHIL SHOW: “Dr. Phil’s Recession Survival Squad.” You’ve lost your job, you’re about to lose
your house, your savings account is empty and the bills are piling up. The current economic downturn is
dragging more and more people into a state of financial panic. Dr. Phil puts together a recession survival
squad of experts to help you conquer this money crisis. Top job recruiter Tony Beshara, financial planner
Robert Pagliarini and money guru Mary Hunt help a couple devise a plan to overcome their financial
burdens. (S/PA) 8/31/09.
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All of the above programs are locally produced News programs presenting a mix of news, weather, sports and issue
related stories. Stories run 1 minute to 3:00 in length.
THE OPRAH WINFREY SHOW MONDAY – FRIDAY
4:00 – 5:00 PM
This is a nationally syndicated show hosted by Oprah Winfrey from Chicago. The program, an hour in length,
features news and social topics, especially concentrating on women’s and family issues.
THE DR. PHIL SHOW
MONDAY – FRIDAY
3:00 – 4:00 PM
This is a nationally syndicated show hosted by Dr. Phil McGraw. The program, and hour in length, features news
and social topics, especially concentrating on psychological, interpersonal, and family issues.
60 MINUTES
SUNDAY
7:00 – 8:00 PM
This is a CBS Network public affairs program highlighting news and social issues. Segments run for 7 - 8 minutes
unless otherwise noted.
otherwise noted.
FACE THE NATION
SUNDAY
This is a CBS Network political panel program.
leaders and activists.

10:30 – 11:00 AM
Current issues are discussed with leading politicians, social

48 HOURS MYSTERY
SATURDAY
10:00 – 11:00 PM
This is a CBS Network public affairs program highlighting news, investigative reports and social issues. The
program runs for an hour and that hour is normally dedicated to one story or stories that are on the same issue (i.e.
child issues).

